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About This Game

What if you could live your life over again?

In this text-based interactive fiction, you choose what happens next. It's in the style of pick-a-path gamebooks, but with over a
thousand multiple-choice questions, it's much longer and deeper than traditional gamebooks. Alter Ego starts at birth and ends at

death, including two substantially different versions, depending on whether you choose to be male or female.

Will you grow up to be confident and happy? Will you fight with bullies, or befriend them? Will you find a date to the senior
prom? Will you marry and have kids, or start your own business and become a millionaire? The choice is yours.

This game will change your life.

(Alter Ego was originally published in 1986 for the Commodore 64, MS-DOS, Apple II, and Macintosh. The current edition of
the Alter Ego game is a production of Choose Multiple LLC. This edition includes an updated interface and fixes bugs in the

original version of the game, but the content of the game hasn't changed from the original 1986 version of the game.)
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Publisher:
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I don't know, I kinda like it, the problem I have with this game is that is gets really cheap towards the end, dare I say unpassable.
The game is fun, but will leave you hand in pain eventually.. Was good the first 10 minutes but then got incredibly repetitive and
boring, save your money $$. It isn't very original but what it does it does really well and it has enough progression for many
hours of fun.. Perfect 5/7

A modern take on some good ol brick breakin fun.. Still better than sticker star.
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Worth the sale price bought it to support Shadow Legend. So in that sense it's a pretty good way to keep busy for
what looks like about 9 hours.. This is one \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 good skin! Buy it!. If you enjoy wave
based shooting gallery bow and arrow vr games, this is one of many to choose from. After about 6 hours I'm just now on the 5th
stage of the first of two Queendoms populated with only slim, light-skinned women. It may take you more or less time to get
where I am depending on your ability to aim well, prioritize targets, dodge or repel incoming enemy missile attacks, and make
good hiring and purchase decisions between onslaught waves,

Each Queendom has 5 stages, and each stage has a minimum of four waves to complete. Scoring headshots regularly, and having
high accuracy, will increase the amount of gold you earn each wave. There are a plethora of enemy models with unique attack
types, movement, and special effects.

I definitely recommend this game in its current state if you're looking for a bow and arrow shooting gallery vr game with a
variety of enemy models and attacks, the use of roomscale for dodging or hiding behind walls to defend from incoming attacks,
a campaign with additionial stages that unlock as you complete them, and a minigame which allows you to defend your castle
with hirelings.. It would be really good to add in a chinese Dragon. ummm.... can't run faster than 30 fps? can't full screen? is
this for real? its such a cool concept..but if i cant full screen i won't be playing this much
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